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Abstract Both clinical and laboratory studies have
demonstrated that different types of physical exercise may
alleviate Parkinsonism yet evidence for complete restoration of motor function and biomarker integrity are difficult
to identify. MPTP (1 9 30 mg/kg, s.c., 4 groups) or saline
(vehicle 1 9 5 ml/kg, s.c., 1 group) were administered in a
single dose regime over three consecutive weeks on Fridays. Three MPTP groups were given four 30-min periods/
week (Mondays to Thursdays), of these two groups,
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) and MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii); the
former were introduced to exercise and Milmed (oral
injection) on the week following the 1st MPTP injection
and the latter on the Monday prior to the 1st injection of
MPTP onwards. One MPTP group, MPTP ? Exer, was
given access to exercise (running wheels) from the week
following the 1st MPTP injection onwards. The fourth
MPTP group, MPTP–NoEx, and the Vehicle group were
only given access to exercise on a single day each week
(Wednesdays, exercise test) from the week following the
1st MPTP injection onwards. The exercise/exercise ? Milmed regime was maintained for a further 9
weeks. It was observed that exercise by itself ameliorated
MPTP-induced deficits regarding motor function and
dopamine loss only partially whereas in the groups combining exercise with twice weekly dosages of Milmed the
MPTP-induced deficits were abolished by the 10th week of
the intervention. The three main conclusions that were
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drawn from correlational analyses of individual mice were:
(i) that DA integrity was observed to be a direct function of
ability to express running exercise in a treadmill wheelrunning arrangement, and (ii) that DA integrity was
observed to be a direct function of the capacity for motor
performance as measured by spontaneous motor activity
and subthreshold L-Dopa (5 mg/kg) induced activity in the
motor activity test chambers, and (iii) that the extent to
which running exercise in a running wheel was predictive
of later motor performance in the activity test chambers
was highly convincing.
Keywords MPTP  Running wheels  Motor
activity  Amelioration  Dopamine  Mice–yeast

Introduction
Physical exercise has been shown to be useful in the
treatment of Parkinsonism both in clinical practice and in
the laboratory (Archer et al. 2011; Bilowit 1956; Hurwitz
1989; Palmer et al. 1986). The facilitatory effects of longterm, or moderately long-term, exercise upon motor functioning in Parkinson’s disease (PD) are manifested in
several ways, including (i) increased blood and oxygen
flow to the brain associated with angiogenesis, (ii) the
mobilisation of growth factors promoting neuroreparation,
neurogenesis and synaptic plasticity (Hunsberge et al.
2007), (iii) facilitation of performance, whether motor,
motivational or cognitive, through neurotransmitter release
and turnover (Morishima et al. 2006; Waters et al. 2008).
Several lines of research indicate that the ‘‘intensity’’ or
‘‘endurance’’ properties of exercise/activity (repetitiveness,
velocity, complexity, duration, frequency, etc.) all contribute to the CNS restorative effects upon brains afflicted
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with Parkinson-type damage (Adkins et al. 2006; Fisher
et al. 2004; O’Dell et al. 2007). For example, Corcos et al.
(2013) have shown that ‘progressive resistance exercise’
induced a statistically and clinically significant reduction in
the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale, motor subscale (UPDRS-III) in PD patients. A 30-min exercise
schedule over 20 days was found to alleviate haloperidolinduced akinesia, as well as the neuroleptic-induced
shortened stride length and increased stance width, thereby
reducing extrapyramidal symptoms also (Baptista et al.
2013). Shulman et al. (2013) observed that physical exercise improved gait speed, muscle strength, and fitness in
PD patients with combinations of treadmill and resistance
exercises manifesting the greatest benefits. Finally, in a
series of studies applying the 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) mouse model of PD and
employing a treadmill running set-up with different treatment regimes, it was shown that a 4- to 5-day/week,
30-min/day exercise regime invariably attenuated the
MPTP-induced hypokinesia of spontaneous motor activity,
the lack of effect of subthreshold L-Dopa and the loss of
striatal dopamine (Archer and Fredriksson 2010, 2012,
2013a; Fredriksson et al. 2011).
MPTP induces Parkinsonism in human and nonhuman
primates (Jonsson et al. 1985; Langston 1985) that results
in the loss substantia nigra cells in the pars compacta of
adult animals. Repeated administration of MPTP to C57/
BL6 mice induces selective and long-lasting lesions of
dopamine (DA) in nigrostriatal regions of the brain
(Jackson-Lewis et al. 1995; Jones-Humble et al. 1994). The
neurotoxin destroys nigrostriatal neurons selectively
thereby causing acute, sub-acute and long-term effects that
resemble certain features of PD, in particular the hypokinesic effects upon motor function and the selective loss
of striatal DA (Jackson-Lewis and Przedborski 2007;
Ogawa et al. 1987). Systemic administration of MPTP
(2 9 40 mg/kg, s.c.) to C57 BL/6 mice induced L-Dopa
reversible hypoactivity (Fredriksson et al. 1990; Sundström
et al. 1990). Less rigorous dosage regimes, such as 2 9 20,
or 2 9 25 or 2 9 30 mg/kg of MPTP were shown not to
affect motility in the C67 Black mice although losses of
DA concentrations up to 50–80 % may be observed (Heikkila et al. 1989; Sonsalla and Heikkila 1986). The
parameters of MPTP treatment neurotoxicity are virtually
permanent (up to and beyond 52 weeks following administration) with marked relationships between the functional
motor deficits, hypokinesia of spontaneous motor activity
and L-Dopa, the DA precursor, activity, the neurochemical
concomitant, severe depletions of DA, and a dose- and
time-dependent recovery of several parameters of motor
behaviour after treatment with L-Dopa and other agents
(Archer and Fredriksson 2003, 2006; Fredriksson and
Archer 1994, 2003; Fredriksson et al. 1999). The multiple,
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chronic MPTP mouse model has been developed to provide
a progressive aspect to both the motor and biomarker
deficits in order to study the ameliorative influences of
physical exercise in experimental Parkinsonism (Gorton
et al. 2010; Lau et al. 2011; Patki and Lau 2011; Petzinger
et al. 2007, 2010; VanLeeuwen et al. 2010; Vucković et al.
2010).
The product, designated Milmed, is a patent-protected
treatment of yeast cultures but for any synergistic antiparkinson effect a regime of physical exercise must be
incorporated: the basis of ‘personalised medicine’ builds
upon this particular combination whereas the pharmacogenetic aspect involves the selective susceptibility of the
C57/Bl6 mouse strain for the DA neurotoxin, MPTP. The
yeast cultures, Saccharomyces cerevisiae or Saccharomyces carlsbergsis, have been utilised as industrially important cell factories (Nielsen and Jewett 2008), with many
regulatory pathways conserved between these yeasts and
humans (Zhang et al. 2010). Cell death studies using yeast
apoptosis increasingly provide a model for analysing the
cascade of molocular events that contribute to neurodegenerative disorders (Carmona-Gutierrez et al. 2010;
Petranovic et al. 2010). Several features of PD have been
reproduced in yeast with cell death promotion in a concentration-dependent manner (Outeiro and Lindquist 2003)
with possibilities for facilitating the development of both
therapeutic targets and compounds (Braun et al. 2009;
Tenreiro and Outeiro 2010). It has been observed that
specific biological and therapeutic effects of Extremely
High Frequency (EHF) electromagnetic fields may be
transferred to living organisms by specially treated suspension of living yeast cells (Gedymin et al. 1999;
Kolosova et al. 1998). From a neurodegenerative perspective, both cognitive-protective and cognitive-enhancing, as well as reduced brain amyloid-beta deposition
effects of microwave exposure were found in transgenic
mice with Alzheimer-like disease progression and control
mice (Arendash et al. 2010; Arendash 2012). The treatment
of yeast cell cultures themselves, as the ‘‘transferenceagent’’ provides an agent that may provide an anti-parkinson effect. The treatment and preparation of S. cerevisiae or S. carlsbergsis with electromagnetic waves in the
Extreme High Frequency (EHF) range of 30–300 GHz
produces a treated yeast extract, given the name Milmed
(i.e. MilmedÒ). This treatment was developed through the
pioneering work of Golant (Golant 1994; Golant et al.
1994; Ragimov et al. 1991) upon the genesis and reparation
of cells. The co-administration of Milmed with daily
physical exercise has been reported to attenuate MPTPinduced motor deficits (Oscarson et al. 2009). Subsequently, several experiments have shown that weekly
administrations of the compound in combination with daily
exercise was observed to act synergistically in restoring
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completely both motor function and DA integrity as
indexed by striatal DA concentration (unpublished
observations).
The major purpose of the present study was to ascertain
the extent to which DA integrity ensures (i) the ability to
express running exercise in a treadmill wheel-running
arrangement, (ii) the capacity for motor performance as
measured by spontaneous motor activity and subthreshold
L-Dopa (5 mg/kg) induced activity in motor activity test
chambers and (iii) the extent to which running exercise in a
running wheel was predictive of motor performance in the
activity test chambers. The ancillary purpose was to
examine whether or not the prepared yeast suspension,
Milmed, may reinforce the ameliorative effects of physical
exercise upon the MPTP-induced deficits through four
times weekly administration over 10 weeks.

injected s.c. in a volume of 2 ml/kg body weight). Milmed
(see below for details of preparation) or vehicle were
administered twice weekly.
Experiments were carried out in accordance with the
European Communities Council Directive of 24th
November 1986 (86/609/EEC) after approval from the
local ethical committee (Uppsala University and Agricultural Research Council), and by the Swedish Committee for
Ethical Experiments on Laboratory Animals (license S93/
92 and S77/94, Stockholm, Sweden).
Drugs
MPTP (Research Biomedical Inc., MA, USA, 3 9 30 mg/
kg, s.c., with a 24-h interval between injections in each
case) was dissolved in saline and administered s.c. in a
volume of 2 ml/kg body weight.

Materials and Methods
Milmed Preparation and Administration
Animals
Male C57 Bl/6 mice were purchased from B&K, Sollentuna, Sweden, and were maintained, five-to-a-cage, in
plastic cages in a room at temperature of 22 ± 1 °C and a
12 h/12 h constant light/dark cycle (lights on between
06.00 and 18.00 h). They were placed and maintained in
groups of 4–6 animals in a room maintained for male mice
only following arrival at the laboratory for about 2 weeks
in order to acclimatise. Free access to food and water was
maintained throughout, except for the day previous to the
initiation to wheel-running exercise which occurred at the
end of the second week following arrival. They were
housed in groups of 6 animals, wheel-running exercised
and activity chamber tested only during the hours of light
(08.00–15.00 h). All exercising and testing was performed
in a normally lighted room. Half of the mice in each
treatment condition (MPTP-Exer, MPTP-Exer-Milmed and
Vehicle) were given wheel-running exercise whereas the
other half were placed in a clean laboratory cage for the
same period in a room in which the running wheels were
placed. Motor activity was tested in a specially arranged
test room. This test room, in which all 12 ADEA activity
test chambers, each identical to the home cage, were
placed, was well-secluded and used only for this purpose.
Each test chamber (i.e. motor activity test cage) was placed
in a sound-proofed wooden box with 12 cm thick walls and
front panels and a small double-glass window to allow
observation; each box had a dimmed lighting.
Three weeks following arrival, four groups (n = 10) of
DSP4-treated and two groups of vehicle-treated mice were
administered either MPTP (3 9 30 mg/kg, s.c., 24 h
between injections) or vehicle (0.9 % physiological saline

Milmed was obtained through treatment and preparation of
the yeast fungi, S. cerevisiae, a strain that is obtained from
the International Research Center ‘‘Beer and Beverage XXI
Century’’, Moscow, Russia. The yeast was cultured in wort
which was produced through meaded malt extract. The
treatment of the yeast in a electromagnetic field of superhigh frequencies with electromagnetic waves in the EHF
range of 30–300 GHz to produce the treated yeast extract
(cf. Golant 1994), after which the yeast was re-cultured at
25–28 °C for 48 h. Saline was used as vehicle in each case.
Following this, the cell concentration in the completed
yeast suspension was measured using NucleoCounter YC100 (ChemoMetec A/S, Denmark) and the extent to which
the suspension should be diluted was decided. The yeast
suspension was sent to the Department of Neuroscience
Laboratory at the University of Uppsala from Production
Unit at Milmed AB Company (Färjestad, Sweden). A bottle
with sterilised wort for dilution was sent concurrently.
Mice were orally treated with 0.5 ml/kg Milmed containing
a cell concentration of approximately 2 9 106 yeast cells
daily according to the preparation protocol and design
developed from previous observations regarding stability
and viability of compound (each dose contained 1 9 106
yeast cells). Each mouse was administered Milmed once
per day 4 times/week, per orally (p.o.), during the 10 (or 11
for the MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) group): The administered
suspension was prepared twice weekly and sent to the
Uppsala University on Mondays and Tuesdays. The suspension delivered on Mondays was administered to the
mice in the respective groups on Mondays and Tuesdays
whereas that suspension delivered on Tuesdays was
administered on Wednesdays and Thursdays. Throughout,
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the suspension delivered to the laboratory was maintained
at 5 °C in the refrigerator.
Design and Treatment
At the start of the experiment, mice were administered single
weekly doses of MPTP (1 9 30 mg/kg) during three consecutive weeks, directly after a 10-min session in the running
wheels followed by testing in motor activity test chambers
(ADEA) over 60 min. Wheel-running exercise was initiated
during Week 1 (Mondays to Thursdays) as well as treatment
with Milmed (see above) for the MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii)
group only (see Table 1); the other four groups received
access to the running wheels once only (Wednesday) over
30 min. For the MPTP ? Exer and MPTP ? Exer ?
M(i) groups wheel-running exercise was initiated during
Week 2 (Mondays to Thursdays) as well as treatment with
Milmed (see above) while the Vehicle and MPTP–NoEx
received only the single access (Wednesday) till the running
wheel. On each Friday (Weeks 2 and 3) all the MPTP-treated
mice, Groups MPTP–NoEx, MPTP ? Exer, MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i) and MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), mice were
administered single weekly doses of MPTP (1 9 30 mg/kg)
during these two consecutive weeks thereby ensuring that
these mice had received MPTP (3 9 30 mg/kg) at a total of
90 mg/kg. During Weeks 4 to 10, the identical exercise—test
sessions regime, maintained during Weeks 2 and 3, was
carried out: Groups MPTP ? Exer, MPTP ? Exer
? M(i) and MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) receiving four sessions/
week of wheel running, Groups MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) and
MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) receiving in addition the Milmed
administration regime and the Vehicle and MPTP–NoEx
groups receiving only the Wednesday 30-min test session in
the running wheels. Every Friday (Weeks 1 to 10), all the
mice in the five groups were placed in the running wheels for
10 min and distance run was registered. After this they were
placed in motor activity test chambers for 60 min (except
Week 10). For Week 10, following the 60 min they were
injected L-Dopa (5 mg/kg) and replaced in the chambers for a
further 180 min.
Behavioural Measurements and Apparatus
Activity test chambers: An automated device, consisting of
macrolon rodent test cages (40 9 25 9 15 cm) each placed
within two series of infrared beams (at two different heights,
one low and one high, 2 and 8 cm, respectively, above the
surface of the sawdust, 1 cm deep), was used to measure
spontaneous motor activity (RAT-O-MATIC, ADEA Elektronic AB, Uppsala, Sweden). The distance between the
infrared beams was as follows: the low levels beams were
73 mm apart lengthwise and 58 mm apart breadthwise in
relation to the test chamber; the high level beams, placed only
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along each long side of the test chamber were 28 mm apart.
According to the procedures described previously (Archer
et al. 1986), the following parameters were measured: Locomotion was measured by the low grid of infrared beams.
Counts were registered only when the mouse in the horizontal
plane, ambulating around the test cage. Rearing was registered throughout the time when at least one high level beam
was interrupted, i.e. the number of counts registered was
proportional to the amount of time spent rearing. Total Activity
was measured by a sensor (a pick-up similar to a gramophone
needle, mounted on a lever with a counterweight) with which
the test cage was constantly in contact. The sensor registered
all types of vibration received from the test cage, such as those
produced both by locomotion and rearing as well as shaking,
tremors, scratching and grooming. All three behavioural
parameters were measured over three consecutive 20-min
periods. The motor activity test room, in which all 12 ADEA
activity test chambers, each identical to the home cage, were
placed, was well-secluded and used only for this purpose.
Each test chamber (i.e. activity cage) was placed in a soundproofed wooden box with 12 cm thick walls and front panels,
and day-lighting. Motor activity parameters were tested on
one occasion only, over three consecutive 20-min periods, at
the age of 3–4 months. Groups of mice were treated with
MPTP and then given access to running wheels (30-min/day,
4 times/week), with or without concomitant treatment
with Milmed ([Milm(1)-charged] or [Milm(0)]-uncharged = yeast itself), as displayed in Table 1.
Computer-Linked Running-Wheel Units
Small rodent exercise wheels for treadmill-type running
behaviour, purchased from a Pet store and considered suitable for the C57/Bl6 mice to run upon. The wheels were
adapted and modified for use by laboratory mice; they were
placed altogether in a large sound-proofed room within the
animal housing section of the laboratory. All 25 running
wheels were placed equidistant from each other with adjacent wheels in two long rows such that the sounds of the
‘wheel-revolving noises’ emitted by any single wheel could
be heard easily by the occupants of all the other 24 wheels. A
photograph of the types of running wheels utilised in all our
physical exercise studies, presenting a double row of the
activity-enhancing running wheels applied in all the experiments as well as the ‘‘holding’’ cages in which the nonexercised groups remained, was depicted previously (Archer
and Fredriksson 2010). In previous neuroteratology studies
that observed wheel-running exercise following different
types of perinatal treatments, it was observed that each wheel
needed to be placed in isolation from each of the others
because the noise emitted from the wheel running of any one
animal served to evoke wheel-running behaviour by the
other animals. In the study by Archer and Fredriksson (2012,
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Table 1 Chronological and procedural description of exercise schedules and Milmed treatment for MPTP-treated and control mice
Week/day

Vehicle

MPTP–NoEx

MPTP ? Exer

MPTP ? Exer ? M(i)

MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii)

Monday

Cage

Cage

Cage

Cage

Exer ? M

Week 1

Cage

Cage

Cage

Cage

Exer ? M

Wed. test

Cage

Cage

Cage

Cage

Exer ? M

Friday

Cage

Cage

Cage

Cage

Exer ? M

Test ? sal

Test ? MPTP

Test ? MPTP

Test ? MPTP

Test ? MPTP

Monday

Exer

Cage

Exer

Exer ? M

Exer ? M

Week 2-3

Exer

Cage

Exer

Exer ? M

Exer ? M

Wed. test

Exer

Cage

Exer

Exer ? M

Exer ? M

Exer

Cage

Exer

Exer ? M

Exer ? M

Friday

Test ? Sal

Test ? MPTP

Test ? MPTP

Test ? MPTP

Test ? MPTP

Monday
Week 4-10

Exer
Exer

Cage
Cage

Exer
Exer

Exer ? M
Exer ? M

Exer ? M
Exer ? M

Wed. test
Friday

Exer

Cage

Exer

Exer ? M

Exer ? M

Exer

Cage

Exer

Exer ? M

Exer ? M

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

M Milmed was administered 4 times/week, p.o., (see above); MPTP 3 9 30 mg/kg; Exer exercise condition, 4 sessions/week; Cage non-exercise
condition, single session/week

Experiment II), one group ‘‘MPTP ? Wheel-NoEx’’ was
placed in the running wheels for the 30-min exercise periods
but in this case the wheels had been fixed and remained
immobile despite efforts by each mouse to get the wheel to
revolve. Thus, each mouse would initially attempt to run up
the slope of the wheel but would soon give up and remain
unexercised. It was observed that placement in the ‘nonrevolving’ wheel result in similar MPTP-induced deficits in
function and striatal DA concentration. The Rodent running
wheels with computer-controlled devices adapted for measurement of running exercise per unit time (Ödman et al.
2013) are depicted in Fig. 1. The arm of the upright (1)
registers every revolution which is fed into a laptop computer
that monitors all running activity by each mouse during the
wheel-running session.
Procedure
In present experiment, mice in the non-exercised groups
were placed in the holding cages singly for 3 out of the
4 days (Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays) that the exercised mice were given access to the running wheels. On
Wednesdays, all the mice, in both the exercised and nonexercised groups were given 30-min access sections in the
running wheels: Thus, the exercise condition is defined by
four 30-min sessions/week in the running wheels whereas
the non-exercise condition is defined by a single 30-min
session/week in the running wheels. The single 30-min
session (Wednesdays) was taken as an exercise test session
in order to monitor the extent of exercise by each group.
Each of the running wheels was monitored by a laptop

computer that registered every revolution (utilizing arm
responding to each wheel revolution) and counted revolutions per unit time during each session (see Fig. 1). On
Fridays, prior to the tests of spontaneous motor activity in
the motor activity test chambers (60-min test sessions), a
single 10-min test session/week was given all the mice in
the exercise and non-exercise conditions. Following the
60-min spontaneous motor activity test during Week 10
(Friday), each mouse was injected a subthreshold dose of
L-Dopa (5 mg/kg, s.c.) and replaced in its motor activity
test chamber and locomotor, rearing and total activity
counts were registered over a further 180 min. During
Week 11, all the mice were killed and striatal regions taken
for analysis of DA concentrations. Each of mice in each of
the five different was identified through careful marking
procedures so that the DA concentration, running distances
from the 30-min (Wednesday) and 10-min (Friday) tests
during Weeks 1 to 10, locomotor, rearing and total activity
counts from the tests of spontaneous motor activity tests
during Weeks 1 to 10, locomotor, rearing and total activity
counts from the L-Dopa-induced motor activity test on
Week 10 only and DA concentrations of each mouse were
registered and identified.
Neurochemical Analysis
Mice were killed by cervical dislocation within 2 weeks of
completion of behavioural testing. Determination of DA
was performed using an high-performance liquid chromatograph with electrochemical detection (HPLC-EC),
according to (Björk et al. 1991), as modified by (Liu et al.
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octyl sulphate, 40 mg/l, and EDTA. The flow rate was
1 ml/min, and the temperature of the mobile phase was
35 °C. The DA analysis concentration results are expressed
as ng/ml wet weight.
Statistical Analysis
Distance run during the 10-min running-wheel tests on
Fridays, distance run during the 30-min running-wheel
tests on Wednesdays, locomotion, rearing and total activity
(from Friday activity tests) over 60-min test periods,
locomotion, all over 10 weeks were subjected to split-plot
ANOVA (Kirk 1995), while rearing and total activity from
L-Dopa-induced activity test periods and striatal DA concentrations were subjected to one-way ANOVA. Pairwise
testing was performed using the Tukey’s–HSD tests.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients between (i) distance run
during the 30-min running-wheel tests on Wednesdays and
striatal DA concentration, (ii) locomotor counts and striatal
DA concentration and (iii) distance run during the 30-min
running-wheel tests on Wednesdays and locomotor counts,
over all 50 mice for Week 10 only, were computed.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients between (i) distance run
during the 30-min running-wheel tests on Wednesdays and
striatal DA concentration, (ii) locomotor counts and striatal
DA concentration, and (iii) distance run during the 30-min
running-wheel tests on Wednesdays and locomotor counts,
for each of the five groups (n = 10) for Week 10 only,
were computed (see Table 2).
Fig. 1 Rodent running wheels with computer-controlled devices
adapted for measurement of running exercise per unit time (Ödman
et al. 2013) by individual mice over 30-min daily exercise sessions
(Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays) or 10-min (Friday) or 30-min
(Wednesday) test sessions. The arm of the upright (1) registers every
revolution which is fed into a laptop computer that monitors all
running activity by each mouse during the wheel-running session

1995). Striatal regions were rapidly dissected out and
stored at -80(C until neurochemical analysis. DA concentration was measured as follows: The frozen tissue samples
were weighed and homogenised in 1 ml of 0.1 M perchloric acid, and alpha-methyl-5-hydroxytryptophan was
added as an internal standard. After centrifugation
(12,000 rpm, i.e. 18,6009g, 4 °C, 10 min) and filtration,
20 ll of the supernatant was injected into the HPLC-EC to
assay DA. The HPLC system consisted of a PM-48 pump
(Bioanalytical Systems, BAS) with a CMA/240 autoinjector (injection volume: 20 ll), a precolumn (15 9 3.2 mm,
RP-18 Newguard, 7 lm), a column (100 9 4.6 mm,
SPHERI-5, RP-18, 5 lm), and an amperometric detector
(LC-4B, BAS, equipped with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a MF-2000 cell) operating at a potential of
?0.85 V. The mobile phase, pH 2.69, consisted of K2HPO4
and citric acid buffer (pH 2.5), 10 % methanol, sodium
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Results
Physical exercise (four 30-min sessions/week) ameliorated
markedly the MPTP-induced hypokinesic effect in the
exercise condition, MPTP ? Exer, but not in the nonexercised condition (single 30-min session/week), MPTP–
NoEx, over all the motor behaviour parameters measured.
By Week 6, the combination of the four 30-min sessions/
week exercise regime with weekly Milmed administrations
had restored completely motor functioning by the
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) and MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) groups.
The MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) group continued to increase
distance run during the 30- and 10-min tests up to Week 10
to exceed the Vehicle group.
10-min Running Distance Tests (Fridays)
Split-plot ANOVA indicated a significant Treatment
Groups 9 Test days interaction effect for distance run over
10 min: F(49, 450) = 28.54, p \ 0.0001. Figure 2 presents
mean (SD) distance run in the running wheels by each of the
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Table 2 Correlation coefficients for (i) dopamine (DA) versus
distance run in the running wheels during Week 10 (Wednesday
test), (ii) dopamine (DA) versus locomotion counts over 60-min test
sessions for spontaneous motor activity in the Motor Activity test
chambers at testing day during Week 10, and (iii) Distance run in the
Correlations (df = 10)

running wheels during Week 10 (Wednesday test) versus locomotion
counts over 60-min test sessions for spontaneous motor activity in the
Motor Activity test chambers at testing day during Week 10 for each
of the five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise,
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII

DA vs Dist

DA vs Locom.

Dist vs Locom.

R = 0.965

R = 0.926

R = 0.916

p \ 0.000005

p \ 0.0001

p \ 0.0002

R = 0.966

R = 0.912

R = 0.926

p \ 0.000005

p \ 0.0002

p \ 0.0001

R = 0.942

R = 0.898

R = 0 923

p \ 0.0004

p \ 0.0005

p \ 0.0002

R = 0.864

R = 0.882

R = 0.943

p \ 0.001

p \ 0.0008

p \ 0.000005

R = 0.926

R = 0.969

R = 0.967

p \ 0.0001

p \ 0.000004

p \ 0.000004

Groups
Vehicle
MPTP
MPTP ? Exercise
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII

Week 3 and 4: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii),
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer, MPTP–NoEx.
Week 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii),
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.

30-min Running Distance Tests/Wednesdays)

Fig. 2 Mean (SD) distance run in the running wheels by each of the five
groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**) over 10 min on the Friday running
test prior to testing in the motor activity test chambers. Vehicle and
MPTP groups received access to the running wheels once/week only,
whereas the MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI and
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII received access to the running wheels
four times/week (Mondays to Thursdays) over 30-min sessions

five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ?
Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII
(MPTP ? Exercise ?
Yeast**) over 10-min on the Friday running test prior to
testing in the motor activity test chambers.
Pairwise testing using Tukey’s HSD test indicated the
following differences:
Week 1: no differences.
Week 2 and 5: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) [
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer, MPTP–NoEx.

Split-plot ANOVA indicated a significant Treatment
Groups 9 Test days interaction effect for distance run over
30 min: F(49, 450) = 34.35, 28.54, p \ 0.0001. Figure 3
presents the mean (SD) distance run in the running wheels
by each of the five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ?
Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ?
Exercise ? Yeast**) over 30 min on Wednesday running
test.
Pairwise testing using Tukey’s HSD test indicated the
following differences:
Week 1: no differences.
Week 2, 3 and 4: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) [
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer, MPTP–NoEx.
Week 5: MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ? Exer ?
M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer, MPTP–NoEx.
Week 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii),
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.

Spontaneous Motor Activity (Friday Tests)
Split-plot ANOVA indicated a significant Treatment
Groups 9 Test days interaction effect for locomotion, rearing
and total activity counts: F(49, 450) = 49.45, p \ 0.0001;
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Fig. 3 Mean (SD) distance run in the running wheels by each of the
five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**) over 30 min on
Wednesday running test. Vehicle and MPTP groups received access
to the running wheels once/week only, whereas the MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII received access to the running wheels four times/week
(Mondays to Thursdays) over 30-min sessions

F(49, 450) = 42.08, p \ 0.0001; F(49, 450) = 20.12,
p \ 0.0001, respectively. Figure 4 presents the mean (SD)
locomotion, rearing and total activity counts for each of the
five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ?
Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII
(MPTP ? Exercise ?
Yeast**) over 60-min test sessions for spontaneous motor
activity in the Motor Activity test chambers at testing day
(Fridays) from Week 1 to 10.
Pairwise testing using Tukey’s HSD test indicated the
following differences:
Locomotion:
Week 1: no differences.
Week 2: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 3: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) [ MPTP
? Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 4: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 5: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 6: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) [ MPTP
? Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 7, 8, 9 and 10: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ?
M(ii) [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–
NoEx.
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Fig. 4 Mean (SD) locomotion, rearing and total activity counts for
each of the five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise,
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**) over
60-min test sessions for spontaneous motor activity in the Motor
Activity test chambers at testing day (Fridays) from Week 1 to 10

Rearing:
Week 1: no differences.
Week 2: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 3 and 4: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) [
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 5: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 6 and 7: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii),
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 8, 9 and 10: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii),
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.

Total activity:
Week 1: no differences.
Week 2: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
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Fig. 6 Mean (SD) concentrations of striatal dopamine for each of the
five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**). A versus MPTP;
B versus MPTP ? Exercise

(SD) locomotion, rearing and total activity counts for each
of the five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise,
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI
(MPTP ? Exercise ?
Yeast*) and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ?
Exercise ? Yeast**) over 180-min test sessions for
L-Dopa-induced activity at testing day (Fridays) during
Week 10 only.
Pairwise testing using Tukey’s HSD test indicated the
following differences:
Fig. 5 Mean (SD) locomotion, rearing and total activity counts for
each of the five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise,
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and
MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**) over
180-min test sessions for L-Dopa-induced activity at testing day
(Fridays) during Week 10 only. For locomotion, MPTP ?
cage \ MPTP ? Exercise; A versus MPTP ? Exercise (p \ 0.01),
a p \ 0.05

Week 3: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) [ MPTP
? Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 4: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i), MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 5: Vehicle [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Week 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10: Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii),
MPTP ? Exer ? M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
L-Dopa-Induced

Motor Activity (Friday Tests)

One-way ANOVA indicated a significant between-groups
effect for L-Dopa-induced motor activity: F(4,
45) = 24.70, p [ 0.0001; F(4, 35) = 11.33, p [ 0.0001;
F(4, 35) = 6.65, p [ 0.0004, for locomotion, rearing and
total activity, respectively. Figure 5 presents the mean

Locomotion:
Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ? Exer ?
M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.

Rearing:
Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ? Exer ?
M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.

Total activity:
Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), MPTP ? Exer ?
M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
Striatal Dopamine Concentration
One-way ANOVA indicated a significant between-groups
effect for striatal dopamine concentration: F(4, 45) = 109.08,
p \ 0.0001. Figure 6 presents the mean (SD) concentrations
of striatal dopamine for each of the five groups: Vehicle,
MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI
(MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and MPTP ? Exercise ?
MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**).
Pairwise testing using Tukey’s HSD test indicated the
following differences:
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MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii), Vehicle, MPTP ? Exer ?
M(i) [ MPTP ? Exer [ MPTP–NoEx.
MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) [ MPTP ? Exer ? M(i).
Expressed as percent of control (vehicle) values, the
following were obtained:
MPTP–NoEx = 24 %; MPTP ? Exer = 51 %; MPTP ?
Exer ? M(i) = 93 %.
MPTP ? Exer ? M(ii) = 108 %.
Correlational Analyses
Pearson’s correlation coefficients between (i) distance run
during the 30-min running-wheel tests on Wednesdays and
striatal DA concentration, (ii) locomotor counts and striatal
DA concentration and (iii) distance run during the 30-min
running-wheel tests on Wednesdays and locomotor counts,
over all 50 mice for Week 10 only, were 0.945 (N = 50,
p \ 0.0001), 0.914 (N = 50, p \ 0.0001), and 0.930
(N = 50, p \ 0.0001). Figures 7, 8 and 9 present the correlational relationship between (i) distance run in the running
wheels during Week 10 (Wednesday test) and striatal dopamine concentration (ng/mg), (ii) Spontaneous Motor activity
test during Week 10 (Friday test) and striatal dopamine concentration (ng/mg) and (iii) distance run in the running wheels
during Week 10 (Wednesday test) and locomotion counts in
the Spontaneous Motor activity test during Week 10 (Friday
test), respectively, by each mouse in each of the five groups:
Vehicle, MPTP–NoEx, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and MPTP
? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**)
groups, and by all 50 mice studied. Table 2 presents Correlation coefficients for (i) dopamine (DA) versus distance run
in the running wheels during Week 10 (30-min Wednesday
test), (ii) dopamine (DA) versus locomotion counts over
60-min test sessions for spontaneous motor activity in the
Motor Activity test chambers at testing day during Week 10
and (iii) Distance run in the running wheels during Week 10
(Wednesday test) versus locomotion counts over 60-min test
sessions for spontaneous motor activity in the Motor Activity
test chambers at testing day during Week 10 for each of the
five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ?
Exercise ? MilmedI and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII.
It will be noted that all the within group correlations
were highly significant (highest: 0.969, lowest: 0.864,
N = 10, p \ 0.001–0.000004), implying that, within each
treatment group, (i) mice showing lower levels of striatal
DA ran shorter distances in the running wheels during the
30-min Wednesday during Week 10 test sessions, (ii) mice
showing lower levels of striatal DA showed less locomotor
activity during the testing during Week 10 and (iii) mice
running shorter distances in the running wheels during the
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Fig. 7 Mean distance run in the running wheels during Week 10
(Wednesday test) in relation to mean striatal dopamine concentration
(ng/mg) by each of the five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*)
and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**)
groups, and by all 50 mice studied. Yeast* = MilmedI;
Yeast** = MilmedII. Correlation coefficients for each of the five
treatment groups are presented in Table 2

Fig. 8 Mean locomotion counts in the Spontaneous Motor activity
test during Week 10 (Friday test) in relation to mean striatal dopamine
concentration (ng/mg) by each of the five groups: Vehicle, MPTP,
MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**) groups, and by all 50 mice studied. Yeast* =
MilmedI; Yeast** = MilmedII. Correlation coefficients for each of
the five treatment groups are presented in Table 2

30-min Wednesday during Week 10 test sessions showed
less locomotor activity during the testing during Week 10.
Correlational analyses performed to compute correlation
coefficients over all 50 mice in the study between:
(i) dopamine (DA) versus distance run in the running
wheels during Week 10 (10-min Friday test): correlation
coefficient = 0.725 (N = 50, p \ 0.0001), (ii) dopamine
(DA) versus locomotion counts over 60-min test sessions
for spontaneous motor activity in the Motor Activity test
chambers at testing day during Week 10: correlation
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(ii)

Fig. 9 Mean distance run in the running wheels during Week 10
(Wednesday test) in relation to mean locomotion counts in the
Spontaneous Motor activity test during Week 10 (Friday test) by each
of the five groups: Vehicle, MPTP, MPTP ? Exercise, MPTP ?
Exercise ? MilmedI (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast*) and MPTP ?
Exercise ? MilmedII (MPTP ? Exercise ? Yeast**) groups, and
by all 50 mice studied. Yeast* = MilmedI; Yeast** = MilmedII
Correlation coefficients for each of the five treatment groups are
presented in Table 2

coefficient = 0.914 (N = 50, p \ 0.0001) and (iii) Distance run in the running wheels during Week 10 (10-min
Friday test) and locomotion counts over 60-min test sessions for spontaneous motor activity in the Motor Activity
test chambers at testing day during Week 10: correlation
coefficient = 0.622 (N = 50, p \ 0.0001). These strongly
significant correlation coefficients indicate that the 10-min
wheel-running sessions prior to the testing of spontaneous
and L-Dopa-induced motor activity also provide an
important parameter to support the notion that DA integrity
is essential expressions of both motor performance and
physical exercise capacity.

(iii)

(iv)

Discussion
The results of this experiment to ascertain the extent of
physical exercise, wheel-running and 4 times weekly
administrations (p.o.) of the treated yeast suspension,
Milmed, combination (Exer ? Milmed) in protecting and
restoring motor function and DA integrity may be summarised as follows:
(i)

Introduced prior to the 1st injection of MPTP,
Exer ? MilmedII attenuated noticeably the extent of
functional deficits induced by MPTP and restored
completely motor function as assessed through the
30-min running session (Wednesday), the 10-min
running session (Friday), spontaneous motor activity
and L-Dopa-induced activity. Furthermore, striatal DA
concentrations were slightly above vehicle values

(v)

(vi)

after 10 weeks of the Exer ? MilmedII treatment
combination; it appears that this intervention provided
both protection and restoration.
Introduction of the Exer ? MilmedI treatment combination, after the 1st injection of MPTP, affected a
small, but significant, attenuation of deficits in motor
function immediately during Week 2, and an almost
full restoration of motor function by Week 10. DA
concentration, although slightly less than that of the
Vehicle mice did not differ from them; thus, the
protective effects of Exer ? Milmed introduction
70 h after the 1st injection of MPTP were marginal
and the restorative effects did not quite reach full
completion but very nearly so.
The physical exercise intervention was introduced
also 70 h following the 1st injection of MPTP. It was
observed that physical exercise, by itself, did not
significantly attenuate the motor deficit in running
behaviour until Weeks 3 or 5 in the tests of running
behaviour whereas motor activity in the test cages,
though less than the Exer-Milmed groups, was
significantly greater than the MPTP–NoEx group.
The DA deficit was attenuated also.
The correlational analyses indicated that within each
treatment group, (a) mice showing lower levels of
striatal DA ran shorter distances in the running
wheels during the 30-min Wednesday during Week
10 test sessions, (b) mice showing lower levels of
striatal DA showed less locomotor activity during the
testing during Week 10 and (c) mice running shorter
distances in the running wheels during the 30-min
Wednesday during Week 10 test sessions showed
less locomotor activity during the testing during
Week 10. (d) The 10-min (Friday) running sessions
also showed a very high level of positive correlation
between distance run and DA integrity in the
striatum.
All the correlations between the main parameters: 10and 30-min running sessions, motor activity in the test
chambers and DA concentrations, both over all 50
mice and within each particular group of 10 mice,
underline the consistency and reliability of the
observations.
With regard to the major purpose of the present
experiment: DA integrity was observed to be a direct
function of (a) ability to express running exercise in a
treadmill wheel-running arrangement (see Fig. 7),
and (b) the capacity for motor performance as
measured by spontaneous motor activity and subthreshold L-Dopa (5 mg/kg) induced activity in
motor activity test chambers (see Fig. 8). Furthermore, the extent to which running exercise in a
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running wheel was predictive of motor performance
in the activity test chambers was shown also to be
overwhelming (see Fig. 9).
(vii) Regarding the ancillary purpose, the combination of
twice weekly administrations of Milmed with physical exercise (4 days/week, 30-min/day) restored
completely MPTP-induced deficits regards all measures of motor function and striatal DA
concentrations.

The loss of striatal DA following the different regimes
of MPTP administration has been found to vary markedly,
but quite systematically, as a function of neurotoxin dosages and the number of administrations. For example, after
the administration of MPTP (2 9 40 mg/kg, with a 24-h
interval between injections) the striatal concentration of
DA was 17 % of control values, whereas applying the more
severe administration of MPTP (4 9 40 mg/kg, with 1
week intervals between injections DA level was 11 % of
controls (cf. Archer and Fredriksson 2010, 2012; Fredriksson et al. 2011); applying an MPTP dose regime of
3 9 30 mg/kg, with 1 week between injections, it has been
shown that DA levels were 24–25 % of control values,
whereas with a 4 9 30 mg/kg MPTP dose regime DA
levels were 20–21 % of control values (unpublished data).
All these conditions involving ‘‘no exercise’’ schedules for
the MPTP-treated mice where in each case an ‘‘exercise’’
condition had been presented that consisted of four 30-min
sessions/week of wheel-running activity. In each case, the
introduction of weekly exercise schedules in the running
wheels attenuated, but did not restore completely the deficits in striatal DA concentrations, with levels of recovery
that were dependent upon the duration of exercise schedules. Gerecke et al. (2010), using a MPTP dose regime of
4 9 20 mg/kg, injected a 2-h intervals, showed that the DA
deficit was attenuated in the exercise condition by about a
20–24 % increase in concentration, expressed as % of
control values. Throughout the series of experiments both
published (Archer and Fredriksson 2010, 2012; Fredriksson
et al. 2011), in press (Archer and Fredriksson 2013a, b) and
unpublished, the percentage increase, significant in each
case, in striatal DA level has varied, over the different
MPTP regimes, as follows: 15 % (5 weeks of exercise),
47 % (14 weeks of exercise), 44 % (7 weeks of exercise),
21 % (14 weeks of exercise), 20 % (10 weeks of exercise),
42 % (14 weeks of exercise) and in the present experiment
27 % (10 weeks of exercise). Although there seems clear
evidence that physical exercise in the running wheels
induced reliable in DA concentrations, it is clear that
exercise, itself, is insufficient. Nevertheless, for DA neurons exercise plays an essential and central role: ‘‘use it or
lose’’. Tuon et al. (2012) have indicated that the effects of
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exercise upon PD deficits may be due to a modulation of
the neurochemical status in the striatum of the rats used,
possibly through improvement of oxidative stress parameters. They found that their Exercise-PD group showed
increased the levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BNDF), anti-a-synuclein, anti-sarcoplasmic reticulum
Ca2?-ATPase SERCA II, anti-superoxide dismutase
(SOD), and anti-catalase (CAT) as well as decreased oxidative damage in lipids and protein. Fredriksson et al.
(2011) observed that 14 weeks of wheel-running exercise
increased significantly the concentration of BDNF in the
parietal cortex of MPTP-mice. Silva et al. (2013) showed
that trained eccentric running improved mitochondrial
function but did not reduce oxidative stress, muscle damage, or inflammation induced by eccentric contractions.
The combination of exercise intervention with the
treated yeast, Milmed, administration two to four times
each week of the wheel-running schedule has been found to
provide a complete restoration of the functional and DA
deficits following MPTP (Archer and Fredriksson 2013a,
b). In the present study, the initiation of exercise ?
Milmed 70 h after the 1st injection of MPTP, affected an
almost complete restoration of motor function by Week 10
and a 93 % restoration of striatal DA. The initiation of
exercise ? Milmed 5 days prior to the 1st MPTP injection
in the MPTP ? Exercise ? MilmedII condition abolished
completely the MPTP-induced deficits in motor and
restored fully (108 %) striatal DA. It appears that the
introduction of the exercise ? Milmed combination several days prior to the neurotoxin treatment provided both a
neuroprotective effect limiting the extent of damage and
disruption of motor function and a neurorestorative effects
over the several weeks of continued exercise ? Milmed
combination treatment. S. cerevisiae, ‘‘budding yeast’’, has
proven increasingly to offer a valuable tool for the study
the molecular basis of several neurodegenerative disorders
from model systems that present both causative and interventional perspectives (Tenreiro et al. 2013). Sirtuins,
identified from yeast, present a new class of III NADdependent histone deacetylases that regulate a number of
physiological processes including cellular and metabolic
processes involved in neurodegeneration processes linked
to Type 2 diabetes, obesity and Alzheimer’s disease
(Suvarna 2013; see also Fusco et al. 2012). Finally, several
studies have indicated that the activation/inhibition Sir2family of enzymes presents therapeutic possibilities over a
broad spectrum of ageing-associated neurodegenerative
conditions (Mahajan et al. 2011).
The present study describes the putative transporter role
of the yeast, S. cerevisiae, for transferring specific biological and therapeutic effects of EHF electromagnetic
fields living organisms in the form of Milmed yeast.
Electromagnetic treatment of these yeast cells has been
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studied (Sebastián et al. 2011) but apparently not in the
manner introduced by Golant et al. (Golant et al. 1994).
Nevertheless, the above restorative effects of exercise ? milmed yeast administration upon function and DA
integrity are highly robust, having been replicated several
times (unpublished data).
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